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The visit to New Mexico by Donald Trump on September 16, 2019, did not inspire hope or
excitement.  New Mexico
has been fortunate to be considered a “Blue” State for many reasons, foremost is the fact that
we are a State of diversity and inclusion, contrary to the Doctrine of Trump “MAGA” that
promotes racism, hatred, division and violence.

  

The actions of the Republican GOP, scripted and rehearsed with their false patriotism, fake
morality, serious lack of professional ethics, collaboration with America’s historical enemies and
scandalous corruption are acceptable to them. And no wonder, Donald Trump’s Zero Tolerance
Immigration Policy has over 52,000 Immigrant Children in Concentration Camps across
America coupled with Family Separations, 23 Women Accusers, the ongoing Impeachment
Inquiry and numerous other offenses. And the Republican GOP controlled Senate has not
passed over 200 Bills already passed by the Democratic House, including two comprehensive
Gun Control Bills. Donald Trump stated that he won’t sign them as well. This is the Donald
Trump “Loyalty Oath.”

  

Although Contempt of Congress is a punishable Illegal offense, the U.S. Department of Justice,
now headed by Trump’s personal Attorney General William Barr, not one who took Trump’s
advice and ignored Congressional subpoenas will be jailed. Further, on behalf of Donald Trump,
U.S. Attorney General William Barr and personal attorney Rudy Giuliani, are knowingly
destroying the Rule of American Law. Barr has instructed others to ignore Official
Congressional Subpoenas, in nefarious spite of the 1821 Anderson vs. Dunn Ruling. Barr is
also meeting with Foreign Intelligence Officials to discredit the Congressional Impeachment
Inquiry. Forecast: Barr will issue a Pardon to Donald Trump if he himself is not impeached by
Congress.
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In 18 U.S. Code § 2384, “Seditious conspiracy” is described: “If two or more persons in any
State or Territory, or in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to
overthrow, put down, or to destroy by force the Government of the United States, or to levy war
against them, or to oppose by force the authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, or delay
the execution of any law of the United States, or by force to seize, take, or possess any property
of the United States contrary to the authority thereof, they shall each be fined under this title or
imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both.”

  

First, it has been official U.S. Policy via Twitter, now it’s the Official White House Script for the
Mockumentary “As the White House Turns”. The Impeachment Inquiry is an Official
Investigation by the U.S. Congress. National Polls indicate wide spread support: All by a ten
percent nationwide rise since the last Poll from two months ago.

  

The main supporters of Donald Trump are the Right-wing Republican GOP and the Evangelical
Christians, many who swoon at Trump’s declaration: “I am the Chosen One.” Well, New Mexico
has always been a Democratic stronghold. We are fortunate for that.

  

Mervyn Tilden
Gallup, New Mexico
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